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A Highway to Debt

Chapter 1. 

“He who promises runs in debt.” — The Talmud

A November 2018 dated Draft Shelf Prospectus for a bond issue of The National 
Highway Authority of India (NHAI) contains a chilling line.

FINANCIAL INDEBTEDNESS

As on September 30, 2018, we had outstanding secured borrowings of approximately Rs. 
98,27,569.40 lakh and unsecured borrowings of Rs. 50,00,000 lakh.

Chilling, because this entity, which is responsible for developing, maintaining and 
managing India’s national highways, has massively increased its use of borrowings in the 
last few years. Here are the numbers:

• 31 March 2014: Rs 24,068 cr.

• 31 March 2015: Rs 24,893 cr.

• 31 March 2016: Rs 45,270 cr.

• 31 March 2017: Rs 75,385 cr.

• 31 March 2018: Rs 121,327 cr.

• 30 September, 2018: Rs 148,276 cr.

Chapter 2

An Egyptian Piece of Architecture?

Chilling, because even if you believe NHAI’s accounting statements — which you 
shouldn’t — this entity doesn’t produce any earnings required to service its debt. See the 
latest available P&L below.
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Not only NHAI’s earnings are negative, so are its operating cash flows. See the latest 
available cash flow statement below:

The cash flow statement shows that given: (1) the insufficiency of its operating cash 
flows; (2) its requirements for enormous cash outlays for highway construction; and (3) the 
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relatively meagre cash support from government of India, NHAI has to sell new bonds to 
raise cash to pay interest on existing bonds.

It should be repeated that we are not even talking about principal repayments here. 
Given the capex requirements of NHAI, the funds received from the central government are 
insufficient for funding even the interest on its debt. For example, in FY17, 83% of NHAI’s net 
cash generated from financing activities came from issue of new bonds.

And to redeem existing bonds when they mature, NHAI has to issue new bonds too. 
Doesn’t that remind you of an Egyptian piece of architecture that looks like a triangle?

Clearly, NHAI is hugely dependent on the bond market. But why?

The nineteenth “Report on National Highways Authority of India” presented to the Lok 
Sabha in August 2017 by the Committee on Public Undertakings (2017-18) provides a 
compelling reason:

The Committee also note that apart from being dependent on the Gross Budgetary Support 
from the Government, NHAI is also exploring the opportunities to raise funds through 
'Internal and Extra Budgetary Resources' (IEBR). However, at the end of the financial year it 
could only raise � 5,518.92 cr. through IEBR against the budgetary provisions of � 59,279 cr. 
From the information furnished by NHAI, the Committee note that in view of the growing non-
performing assets (NPAs) of banks and inability of banks to provide long term financing for 
infrastructure projects, NHAI is planning to raise required funds through bond market as raising 
funds through these routes is comparatively cheaper and provides long term financing option 
for infrastructure development. Further, since institutions like EPFO and LIC are also keen to 
invest in long term bonds in infrastructure sector, the NHAI is exploring the opportunity of 
raising funds from these sources as per the broader budgetary provisions.

Translation: Government won’t give a lot and that banks won’t lend us the kind of money we 
need, so let’s go to the bond market.

Chapter 3. 

“To say [some types of] accounting… is like a sewer is an insult to sewage.” — Charlie 
Munger

Chilling, because the audit report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
(CAG) states that “proper books of accounts and other relevant records have not been 
maintained.” Indeed, CAG has been heavily qualifying NHAI’s financial statements since 
FY14.

NHAI’s audit reports are a thrill to read. Here’s just one chilling excerpt from FY17 audit 
report:

Assets held on behalf of Government of India (completed & ongoing) shown under Fixed 
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Assets represent the amount spent on various National Highways… These assets were 
developed by NHAI and the ownership of these National Highways… vests with GoI only. 
Since the assets owned by entity are only depicted as the entity’s Fixed Assets in its Balance 
Sheet, depiction of assets belonging to GoI in the books of NHAI as ‘Assets held on behalf of 
GoI (completed & ongoing)’ under Fixed Assets is incorrect…Due to disclosure of ‘Assets held 
on behalf of GoI (completed & ongoing)’ under Fixed Assets, Fixed Assets of NHAI are overstated Rs. 
2,17,726.57 crore.

Here’s the latest available balance sheet of NHAI:

In its report, CAG states that the Assets held on behalf of GoI amounting to Rs 
2,17,72,656 lacs do not belong to NHAI and the “ownership of these National Highways 
vests with GoI only.”

Which is why, one guesses, that NHAI does not provide any depreciation on those “fixed 
assets” of Rs 2,17,72,656 cr. on its books. If it did, one wonders what debt-service ratios will 
look like…

Here’s a paradox: While NHAI does not own these highways, according to its Draft Shelf 
Prospectus, its secured bonds are

secured by way of pari-passu mortgage over the … fixed assets of NHAI, being highway 
projects comprising of all superstructures including highway lightings, road barriers and 
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dividers, culverts, bridges, flyovers and all other super structures constructed on national 
highways as entrusted to NHAI

On one hand, NHAI says those highways are not its property and hence there’s no need 
to depreciate them. On the other hand, they appear on its balance sheet as if NHAI owns 
them.

Like that Schrödinger’s cat who was both dead and alive at the same time, those 
highways are NHAI’s assets and not its assets at the same time.

And to top it all, those very highway assets are used as collateral by NHAI for securing 
its bond issues.

How can NHAI mortgage things (“the fixed assets of NHAI???”) that don’t belong to it?

Chapter 4
AAA Ratings

Chilling, because NHAI’s bonds enjoy AAA rating from all the rating companies. For 
example, CRISIL’s “Rating Rationale” document dated 29 March 2018 states:

CRISIL has assigned its rating on the long-term borrowing programme of Rs 62,000 crore and 
reaffirmed its 'CRISIL AAA/Stable' rating on the tax-free bonds of Rs 34,000 crore and Rs 
92,118 crore tax-free bonds and long-term borrowing programme of National Highways 
Authority of India (NHAI).

NHAI has a strong financial position, predominantly because of the continuous GoI support 
for its projects, by way of allocation of fuel cess funds and budgetary resources, as well as 
flexibility to raise funds through capital gains bonds and tax-free infrastructure bonds.

And so it isn’t the ability of NHAI to service its bonds from its operating cash flow that 
impresses CRISIL (and other rating companies). Rather the AAA rating is derived from the 
belief that the government will continue to support NHAI and so will the bond markets. 
Indeed, the table below, taken from the Rating Rationale document of CRISIL, shows that 
the rating company doesn’t even bother to provide any financial information to justify its 
AAA rating to NHAI’s bonds.

Chapter 5.
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“Hey, You’ve Gotta Hide Your Love Debt Away” — The Beatles

Chilling, because NHAI’s debt doesn’t get consolidated with central government’s debt 
figures. 

But here’s the funny thing: While bond market investors believe that, in terms of credit 
risk, NHAI’s bonds are the functional equivalent of treasury bonds (why, one wonders, 
don’t they simply buy treasury bonds instead?,) the government of India, when it reports it 
debt numbers, doesn’t consider NHAI’s bonds as its own debt.

Chapter 6.

AAA Bonds

Chilling, because in the absence of government support, the fundamentals of NHAI do 
not warrant AAA ratings. And yet these bonds enjoy AAA ratings. Those AAA ratings are 
assigned because NHAI is a government undertaking. However, the government support 
for servicing NHAI’s enormous debt burden is minimal. The main source of servicing that 
debt is more debt.

And the reason bond markets will provide more debt to NHAI is because that more debt 
will also enjoy AAA ratings. Those AAA ratings will be assigned because NHAI is a 
government undertaking. However, the government support for servicing NHAI’s 
enormous debt burden is minimal. The main source of servicing that more debt will be even 
more debt. 

And the reason bond markets will provide even more debt to NHAI is because that even 
more debt will also enjoy AAA ratings. Those AAA ratings will be assigned because NHAI is 
a government undertaking. However, the government support for servicing NHAI’s 
enormous debt burden is minimal. The main source of servicing that even more debt will be 
even even more debt.

As Yul Brynner declared in “The King and I”: et cetra et cetra et cetra…

Chapter 7.

“If something cannot go on forever, it will end.” — Herb Stein

The End.

- -
Sanjay Bakshi
January 24, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sn-TdC5gctk

